Tagging of Resources to Learning Objectives and Discussion Questions

MODULE 7

CONTRIBUTION OF CATHOLIC SOCIAL TEACHING

Summary of Rerum Novarum
TAGS: learning objective 1; discussion question 1

Summary of Laborem Exercens
TAGS: learning objective 1; discussion question 1

Rights and Responsibilities of Workers and Labor Unions
TAGS: learning objective 1; discussion question 1

UNITED STATES CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS

Human Trafficking
TAGS: learning objective 1; discussion question 1

Anti-Trafficking Program
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3, 4

The Dignity of Work and the Rights of Workers
TAGS: learning objective 1; discussion question 1

THE VATICAN ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING

No Longer Slaves, but Brothers and Sisters
TAGS: learning objective 1; discussion question 1

#EndSlavery – The Pontifical Academy of Sciences and Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3, 4
CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES

I am Human Trafficking
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3, 4

St. Josephine Bakhita: Her light still shines brightly
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3

Preserving Dignity in the Amazon
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3

Turn on the Light. Help Stop Human Trafficking.
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3, 4

CATHOLIC SISTERS AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Help Put an End to Human Trafficking
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3, 4

Talitha Kum
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3, 4

Statement from US Catholic Sisters Against Human Trafficking
TAGS: learning objective 2; discussion questions 2, 3

INTERFAITH TOOLKIT TO END TRAFFICKING
TAGS: learning objective 4; discussion question 4